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DUNMORE Launches Functional Films Blog, Dedicated to Films, Foils and Fabrics, at
http://www.functionalfilmsblog.com
DUNMORE Corporation announces the launch of its new Functional Films Blog at
http://www.functionalfilmsblog.com/ with news and commentary on films, foils, fabrics, and their use.
Bristol, PA, March 24, 2015 – DUNMORE Corporation announces the Functional Films Blog
(http://www.functionalfilmsblog.com), where DUNMORE will share the interesting ways in which films and
other substrates are used. Topics will range from how films are incorporated with common objects found
in everyday use to extraordinary applications in outer space.
DUNMORE Corporation’s Functional Films Blog is more than a
resource for the film converting and web handling industry
(http://www.dunmore.com/technical/web-handling.html). It serves as a
resource to educate anyone on the many applications of engineered
films, foils and fabrics. Films are everywhere and in many cases
they’re an integral component of products that consumers use on a
daily basis.
Often, film products are far up the product value chain, well removed
from the end user. Consumers rarely think about these components in
the latest cool mobile electronic device or automotive innovation, but
film technologies help transform these ideas into realities. The
Functional Films Blog will discuss how films are employed around the
house or in an automobile to make these products safer and/or add functionality to improve our lives. It
will also discuss the exotic film materials and applications - like films used to in thermal protection
systems that enable satellites to operate in space (http://www.functionalfilmsblog.com/tag/mli/).
“The Functional Films Blog is a way to share some of the things DUNMORE, our peers, partners and
customers are doing,” says Michael Sullivan, Manager of Marketing Communications for DUNMORE.
“Films are everywhere from the clothing you wear, to the car you drive, to the house you live in. We’re
creating an online space to shine some light on these interesting film technologies and applications.”
About DUNMORE
DUNMORE Corporation is a global supplier of engineered coated and laminated films and foils.
DUNMORE offers film conversion services such as coating, metalizing and laminating along with contract
film manufacturing. DUNMORE produces coated film, metallized film and laminating film substrates for
the photovoltaic, graphic arts, packaging, aerospace, insulation, surfacing and fashion industries.
DUNMORE is privately held, ISO 9001:2008 and OSHA VPP Star certified. For complete information on
DUNMORE’s products, services and industries served, please visit DUNMORE’s website
http://www.dunmore.com/.
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